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Iceland has long been considered a natural laboratory for processes related to seafloor
spreading. The thick, hot, weak crust and subaerial processes of Iceland result in substantial
differences from the style of spreading along more typical parts of the global mid-ocean ridge
(MOR) system. Compared to most other parts of the MOR, Icelandic rift zones and transform faults
are wider and more complex. Unlike the narrow, linear arrangement of spreading segments linked
end-to-end along MORs (Macdonald et al., 1991), Icelandic rift zones consist of overlapping
arrays of volcanic/tectonic spreading segments (“volcanic systems”) that are collectively more than
50 km wide (Sæmundsson, 1979; Einarsson, 2008; Hjartardóttir et al., 2015). Along the relatively
well defined MOR plate boundaries, distinctive families of structures have been described for rift
propagation, transform migration and microplate kinematics. (Fig. 1a; Hey, 1977, 2004). Along the
wider, more diffuse plate boundary zone, variations on these themes can account for the complex
structure and kinematics of the plate boundary in Northern Iceland (Karson, 2015, 2016b).

Figure 1. Features of propagating rifts and migrating transforms. a. Rift and transform propagation on a mid-ocean
ridge. Red stippled area has been transferred from the right plate to the left plate. Pseudofaults bound the area created
by spreading at the propagating rift. Spreading-parallel lineaments (fine black lines) are rotated clockwise in this area.
Black hatchured area is a swath of transferred crust with sheared, rotated lineaments. (after Hey, 2005). b. Tectonic
sketch map of Northern Iceland interpreted in terms of northward propagation of the Northern Rift Zone (NRZ) that has
truncated the Dalvik Lineament (DL), Husavik-Flatey Fault (HFF) and Grimsey Fracture Zone (GFZ). Dashed linesabandoned spreading centers; blue half-arrows- strike-slip fault zones with sense of shear.

The actively spreading northern rift zone (NRZ; Hjartardóttir et al., 2015) is propagating N,
away from the Iceland hot spot centered beneath the Vatnjölull Ice Cap (Fig. 1b). The rate of
propagation ia about twice the spreading rate judging by the geometry of pseudofaults that bound
the crust formed at the NRZ. Rift propagation results in the northward migration of the strands of
the Tjörnes Transform Fault. A trail of crust deformed by bookshelf faulting is left in its wake. The
Dalvik Lineament (DL) marks the southern limit of this deformation and has had little if any strikeslip displacement. Transform strands such as the Húsavik-Flatey Fault (HFF) and Grimsey Fracture
Zone (GFZ) are truncated to the east by younger lavas along the western pseudofault of the NRZ.
These transform strands are still linked to active spreading segments in the NRZ, but are destined to
be abandoned as propagation continues northward. Inconsistent northward propagation of the NRZ
(or spreading events on different spreading segments arcoss the NRZ) can result in very complex
structures (Fig. 2). For example, isolated segments of abandoned spreading centers, transform faults
and intra-plate contacts (analogous to non-transform extensions of fracture zones).

Figure 2. Geometry of features formed by propagating and receding rifts and migrating transforms. a. Simple ridgetransform offset. Red-active plate boundary; bold black dashed line- non-transform extension of fracture zone, intraplate contact. b. Increment of S propagation of N ridge and transform. Red dashed line-abandoned ridge; solid black
line-abandoned transform; c. N propagation of S ridge and transform. Abandoned ridges, transforms and nontransform contacts occur on both sides of the plate boundary zone.

Subaerial spreading in the thick mafic crust of Iceland results in strucural feaures that may
not be present on MORs (Karson, 2016b). Pseudofaults are blurred by spreading across wide rift
zones and laterally extensive lava flows. Propagation, with decreasing spreading toward the
propagator tips causes rotation of crustal blocks on both sides of the active rift zones. Upper crustal
blocks deform internally (simillar to MOR microplates), probably by the reactivation of spreadingrelated faults and zones of weakness along dike margins. The sense of slip on these rift-parallel
strike-slip faults is generally not consitent with nearby transform-fault deformation. Transform fault
strands, bookshelf faults between them, and strike-slip faults outside of transform zones may pose
seismic risks.
The deformation features described above as well as structures produced by subaxial
subsidence that accommodates the thickening of the volcanic upper crustal units (Pálmason, 1986)
are probably confined to the brittle, seismogenic, upper 10 km of the crust (Stefánsson et al., 1993).
At least beneath the active rift zones, the upper crust is probably decoupled from hot, mechanically
weak middle to lower gabbroic crust (Jones and Maclennan, 2005). Similar processes may occur at
MOR spreading centers, volcanic rifted margins, and magmatic rifts where a thick mafic lower crust

develops fast enough to flow during spreading (Karson, 2016a).
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